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The hydrocyclone is considered one of the most important industrial 

separators.  It has been used for more than 100 years due to its simple 

design, low cost, easy operation, and low maintenance.   One of the most 

important areas of application of hydrocyclone in industry is the 

separation of solids from liquid.  A cyclone used for this duty is usually 

referred to as a cyclone thickener. Under the general heading of the 

separation of solids from liquid; two extreme cases can be recognised.  

These are "thickening" and "clarification". A hydrocyclone as a single 

unit can not be used for this purpose efficiently. Accordingly, the concept 

of the three-product cyclone is developed from the need to have a cyclone 

which can be used efficiently in the separation of solid from liquid 

applications.  In an attempt to put this concept into effect, a new design of 

three-product hydrocyclone has been developed to generate a third 

product in which the middling particles should be collected for further 

treatment. 

In this paper, the design and operation of the three-product hydrocyclone 

are described.  The influence of some parameters such as vortex finder 

diameter, middling opening diameter, and apex diameter on the solid 

percent recovered in the three products is investigated.  The obtained 

results showed that the new three-product hydrocyclone has the ability to 

produce efficiently three different products according to their solids 

percent, water percent and particle size distributions. 
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NOMENCLATURE 

OF   = overflow product 

MF  = middling flow product 

UF   = underflow product 

x25    =  the size which 25% of it will 

be retained   

x50    =  the size which has equal 

chance to be passed or 

retained   

x75    =  the size which 75% of it will 

be retained 

   

xmean = the calculated mean size of  

the product   

do      = overflow diameter  

dm     = middling flow diameter  

du      = underflow diameter  

So     = solid percent in the overflow 

product 

Sm    =  solid percent in the middling 

flow product 

Su    =  solid percent in the 

underflow product 

 

 

INTRODUCTION 

Many industries exploit the benefits of hydrocyclone in a diverse range of 

application involving; solid-solid, solid-liquid, and even liquid-liquid 

separation.  In spite of its apparent simplicity, the hydrocyclone is a 

multivariable device and has been the subject of intensive research work 

particularly in the last 100 years or so [1-4]. Various aspects of the 

hydrocyclone (influence of design and operating parameters, mathematical 

modelling and simulation, and design modification)   have been thoroughly 

studied by many researchers in an effort to improve or more efficiently control 

its performance [5-10]. 

In the application of solid-liquid separation, a cyclone used for this duty is 

usually referred to as a cyclone thickener, and is designed for maximum 

efficiency with respect to recovery of all solids which are fed to it.  Under the 

general heading of the separation of solids from liquid; two extreme cases can 

be recognised.  These are "thickening" and "clarification", i.e. the separation of 

solid from liquid and the separation of liquid from solid, respectively [2].  A 

hydrocyclone as a single unit can not be used for this purpose efficiently [3,4].  

Series connections of hydrocyclones (two-stage, three-stage, or more stages) 

then must be used to achieve the thickening process [2].   These series 

connections require special design of the connected hydrocyclones. The main 

features of this design are; small underflow apertures, very large overflow 

apertures, or high back pressure at the underflow [2].  Small underflow 

diameters may cause blockage while, very large overflow apertures, decrease 

both performance and operational efficiencies [2].  At high underflow back 

pressures, the core flow which replaces the air core can be too violent and cause 

re-entertainment of solids in the apex [2].  Moreover, these series connections 

require more constructional area and more capital and operational costs [3]. 
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Accordingly, the concept of the three-product cyclone is developed from 

the need to have a cyclone which can be used efficiently in the separation of 

solid from liquid applications such as thickening and clarification.  Trying to 

verify that, a recent modification of the hydrocyclone (three-product 

hydrocyclone) was developed in Julius Kruttschnitt Mineral Research Centre 

(JKMRC) [11,12].  In this modification, a conventional hydrocyclone was 

provided with a top cover plate and a second vortex finder inserted vertically 

inside the existing one to generate two overflows and an underflow.  This 

modification concerns only with the fine region (overflow zone) where the 

conventional overflow stream is divided into two streams. 

In an attempt to put this concept into effect, a new design of three-product 

hydrocyclone has been developed at the Mineral Processing Laboratories, 

Assiut University (MPLAU) to split the coarse fraction.   The unit comprises a 

conventional cyclone modified with a third product opening location along the 

side of the unit, i.e.  the unit has three openings; the conventional two openings 

and the additional third opening which was chosen tangentially on the cyclone 

periphery.  This third opening is termed as the middling flow opening.  This is a 

first step in an attempt to locate a middling opening in the hydrocyclone that 

produces a distinct third product from the cyclone unit.   
 

THE NEW THREE-PRODUCT HYDROCYCLONE 

Design  

The three-product hydrocyclone is a conventional one modified with a third 

output opening along the side of the cyclone opposite to the feed opening.  A 

detailed schematic of the modified cyclone unit is shown in Fig.1 (a, b, c, and 

d).  From this Figure, it can be seen that the conical part has two openings; the 

conventional underflow opening and the middling flow opening.  The middling 

flow opening was chosen in the lower third of the cone body just over its small 

diameter.  The axis of this middling opening was designed to be horizontal. The 

modified conical part was designed to have the possibility to be equipped with 

the cylindrical part in any position with respect to the direction of feed inlet 

opening Fig. 2. 

During all experiments, carried out through this work, the conical part was 

joined with the cylindrical part in a position at which the level of middling 

opening pipe is parallel to the level of feed inlet pipe and at the same side as 

shown in Fig. 3.  This position was kept constant to be assured that the length of 

the feed pulp path is the same in all experiments. 

Two types of copper plugs having the same dimensions are used with this 

opening; one of them is solid from the two sides and is used to plug the 

middling flow opening when using the unit as a two-product hydrocyclone, and 

the other plug is opened from its two sides and is used in the case of three-
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product hydrocyclone. The opened plugs are composed of copper tubes having 

different diameters to study the influence of this opening diameter on the 

separation process.  All the plugs, when fitted to the cyclone, gave the same 

internal geometry of cone surface without any side effects on the pulp motion. 

 

 

 

 (a) (b) 

 

          

 

 

                  (c)                                                                                   (d) 

 

 

Fig. 1: Different views of the modified conical part of the new design three-

product hydrocyclone
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Fig.2. Different positions for connecting the modified conical part with the 

cylindrical part in the new designed three-product hydrocyclone 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.3: The connection of the modified conical part to the cylindrical part used 

in the experimental work 

Operation 

The operation of the three-product hydrocyclone is similar to that of a 

conventional unit. Feed slurry is introduced under pressure via the tangential 

inlet and is constrained by the geometry of the unit to move into a circular path.  

This creates the opposing outward centrifugal and inwardly acting drag forces 

which result in a spiral flow pattern.  An air core develops along the vertical 

axis which is connected to the atmosphere through the spigot, but the part 

created by dissolved air is coming out of solution in the low-pressure zone [13-

15].  For the fine and light particles, the inward drag forces tend to dominate. 

Hence these particles move towards the vertical axis, join the innermost spiral 

and are swept up by the central current into the overflow opening. On the other 

hand, the large and heavy particles will experience a greater centrifugal force.  

They tend to move to the cyclone periphery, join the outermost spiral and move 

downward toward the spigot (underflow opening) [13-15]. 
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EXPERIMENTAL WORK 

Test Conditions 

To provide the data on the operational performance of the three product 

hydrocyclone, a series of pilot scale tests was conducted using feed slurry 

consisting of quartz particles with a density of 2650 kg/m
3
.  The feed size 

distribution is shown in Table 1.  The liquid phase was water.  A three- product 

hydrocyclone of 100 mm in diameter and 435mm total length, at a constant 

inlet pressure of 10 psi was used.  The variable parameters were; the overflow 

opening diameter in the range of 14-50 mm, the middling flow opening 

diameter in the range of 4-12 mm, and the underflow opening diameter in the 

range of 10-24 mm, where the inlet opening diameter was kept constant at 

14mm with all other conditions. 

 

Table 1: Particle size distribution of the feed sample 
 

size, um 
-400 
+315 

 -315 
+250 

 -250 
+200 

 -200 
+061 

 -061 
+152 

 -152 
+100 

 -100 
+63 

 -63 
 

wt., % 5.25 15 25 7 3.5 4 12 28.25 

Cum. wt. ret.% 5.25 20.25 45.25 52.25 55.75 59.75 71.75 100 

 

Test Rig 

Figure 4 shows a schematic diagram of the rig used in this study.  It comprises a 

100-mm in diameter three-product hydrocyclone, a variable speed slurry pump 

and 80 litre baffled sump.  The pressure drop across the cyclone was measured 

with a pressure gauge with a diaphragm mounted on the feed inlet pipe. Stirring 

of slurry in the sump was achieved by a mechanical agitator in conjunction with 

the turbulence created by the returning flows and baffles which ensured a 

complete suspension of solids in the sump. 

 

Test Procedure, Sampling and Data Analysis 

In each test, the appropriate components are selected to obtain the desired three-

product configuration.  Feed slurry containing approximately 4.8 percent solid 

was prepared in the sump.  After steady state condition is attained, the 

overflow, middling flow, and underflow streams are sampled simultaneously 

for a certain time. This was immediately followed by sampling of the feed 

stream. The slurry samples are weighed, filtered, dried and reweighed to 

calculate the flow rates and percent solids in the different products. The 

obtained results were mass balanced and used for subsequent calculations and 

interpretations.                         
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Fig. 4: A schematic diagram of the rig constructed at the Mineral Processing   

Laboratories, Faculty of Engineering, Assiut University 
 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Regression Models of the Solid Percent Separated in the Three-products 

The effect of the variable parameters; overflow diameter (do), middling flow 

diameter (dm), and underflow diameter (du) on the split of feed into the three 

products was investigated through carrying out 115 experiments at different 

values of these diameters as shown in Table 2.  Regression analysis was carried 

out using a software computer program. 

 

Table 2: Values of the different opening diameters used in the  

experimental work 
 

Variable Value, mm 

Overflow diameter 14, 24, 34, 45, 50 

Middling flow diameter 4, 6, 8, 10, 12 

Underflow diameter 10, 12, 16, 20, 24 
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Regression model of the solid percent separated in the overflow product 

The regression model which correlates the solids percent separated in the 

overflow product (So %) with the variable parameters (do, dm, and du) can be 

given by the following expression: 
 

 
4.1

16.4125.235.72
03.0

001.002.029.072.048.0.)(





umo

um

uomoumo

ddd
dd

dddddddcalcS
O

   …………(1) 

Where: 

do  =  overflow diameter, mm 

dm  =  middling flow diameter, mm 

du  =  underflow diameter , mm 

So (calc.)  =  calculated values of the solid percent recovered in the      

                     overflow product 
Comparison of the obtained experimental values of So and the calculated 

ones from Eq. (1) of the different experiments are shown in Fig. 5.  The 

comparison assures that the suggested regression model fits well the 

experimental values of So with the operating variables where the obtained 

correlation coefficient between these calculated values and the experimental 

ones was about 0.95. 

To examine the above equation for prediction of the solids percent 

recovered in the overflow product, new experiments were carried out using 

opening diameters (do, dm, and du) different from those used to obtain the 

regression model.  These conditions are shown in Table (3).  Comparison of the 

obtained experimental values of So and the predicted ones determined from Eq. 

(1) of the new experiments are shown in Fig. 6 and Table (3).  The comparison 

assures that the suggested regression model can predict well the experimental 

values of So with the different operating variables. 
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Fig. 5: Comparison of the experimental and calculated values of So 
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Table 3: Values of experimental and predicted solid percent recovered in 

the overflow product of the new experiments 
 

Exp. 
No. 

do, 
mm 

dm, 
mm 

du, 
mm 

So (exp.), 
 % 

So (pred.), 
% 

Standard    
deviation,% 

1 14 4 12 7.38 7.17 2.85 

2 14 6 10 5.91 7.01 -18.61 

3 24 4 12 7.83 8.89 -13.54 

4 24 10 16 3.89 3.27 15.94 

5 34 6 12 11.22 9.99 10.96 

6 34 6 24 7.04 6.55 6.96 

7 45 8 20 9.81 8.74 10.91 

8 45 12 10 6.9 6.56 4.93 

9 50 4 10 20.54 18.53 9.79 

10 50 12 12 7.12 6.9 3.09 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 6: Comparison of the experimental and predicted values of So of the new 

experiments 
 

Regression model of the solid percent separated in the middling flow 
product 

The regression model which correlates the solids percent separated in the 

middling flow product (Sm %) with the variable parameters (do, dm, and du) can 

be given by the following expression: 

02.80005.0
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Where: Sm (calc.) = calculated values of the solid percent recovered in the 

middling flow product 
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Comparison of the obtained experimental values of Sm and the calculated 

ones from Eq. (2) of the different experiments are shown in Fig. 7.  The 

comparison assures that the suggested regression model fits well the 

experimental values of Sm with the operating variables where the obtained 

correlation coefficient between these calculated values and the experimental 

ones was about 0.95. 

To examine the above equation for prediction of the solids percent 

recovered in the middling flow product, new experiments were carried out 

using opening diameters (do, dm, and du) different from those used to obtain the 

regression model.  These conditions are shown in Table (4).  Comparison of the 

obtained experimental values of Sm and the predicted ones determined from Eq. 

(2) of the new experiments are shown in Fig. 8 and Table (4).  The comparison 

assures that the suggested regression model can predict well the experimental 

values of Sm with the different operating variables. 
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Fig. 7: Comparison of the experimental and calculated values of Sm 

 

Table 4: Values of experimental and predicted solid percent recovered in 

the middling flow product of the new experiments 
 

Exp. 
No. 

do, 
mm 

dm, 
mm 

du, 
mm 

Sm (exp.), 
 % 

Sm (pred.), 
% 

Standard  
deviation,% 

1 14 4 12 11.65 9.84 15.54 

2 14 6 10 25.47 26.18 -2.79 

3 24 4 12 13.8 13.51 2.10 

4 24 10 16 41.22 45.54 -10.48 

5 34 6 12 25.31 28.92 -14.26 

6 34 6 24 20.41 21.41 -4.90 

7 45 8 20 39.08 35.16 10.03 

8 45 12 10 57.03 58.84 -3.17 

9 50 4 10 10.9 9.19 15.69 

10 50 12 12 55.24 56.16 -1.67 
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Fig. 8: Comparison of the experimental and predicted values of Sm of the new 

experiments 
 

Regression model of the solid percent separated in the underflow 
product 

The regression model which correlates the solids percent separated in the 

underflow product (Su %) with the variable parameters (do, dm, and du) can be 

given by the following expression: 

 

8.276
15614222991611872217154
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Where: Su (calc.) = calculated values of the solid percent recovered in the 

underflow  

Comparison of the obtained experimental values of Su and the calculated 

ones from Eq. (3) of the different experiments are shown in Fig. 9.  The 

comparison assures that the suggested regression model can fit well the 

experimental values of Su with the operating variables where the obtained 

correlation coefficient between these calculated values and the experimental 

ones was about 0.95. 

To examine the above equation for prediction of the solids percent 

recovered in the underflow product, new experiments were carried out using 

opening diameters (do, dm, and du) different  from those used to obtain the 

regression model.  These conditions are shown in Table (5).  Comparison of the 

obtained experimental values of Su and the predicted ones determined from Eq. 

(3) of the new experiments are shown in Fig. 10 and Table (5).  The comparison 

assures that the suggested regression model can predict well the experimental 

values of Su with the different operating variables. 
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Fig. 9: Comparison of the experimental and calculated values of Su 

 

Table 5: Values of experimental and predicted solid percent recovered in 

the underflow product of the new experiments 
 

Exp. 
No. 

do, 
mm 

dm, 
mm 

du, 
mm 

Su (exp.), 
 % 

Su (pred.), 
% 

Standard  
deviation,% 

1 14 4 12 80.97 80.66 0.38 

2 14 6 10 68.61 69.01 -0.58 

3 24 4 12 78.37 80.23 -2.37 

4 24 10 16 54.89 51.81 5.61 

5 34 6 12 63.47 60.39 4.85 

6 34 6 24 72.55 68.92 5.00 

7 45 8 20 51.11 51.07 0.08 

8 45 12 10 36.07 35.85 0.61 

9 50 4 10 68.47 70.25 -2.60 

10 50 12 12 37.64 42.71 -13.47 
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Fig. 10: Comparison of the experimental and predicted values of Su of the new 

experiments 
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Optimization of the Regression Model of the Solids Recovered in the 

Overflow Product 

Theoretically, the ideal separation process in the conventional hydrocyclone if 

was used as a dewatering tool is achieved only if all the feed water reports to 

the overflow product, i.e., no solids separate into the overflow product, and all 

the solids must be separated into the underflow product, i.e., no water separates 

in the underflow product [15,16].  The same manner may occur into the three-

product hydrocyclone except that the solids will be divided between the 

middling flow product and the underflow product. This depends on the effect of 

the different parameters influencing the separation into the three-product 

hydrocyclone which will be studied and investigated in the further work. 

In an attempt to get an overflow product with minimum solid percent 

from the three-product hydrocyclone, the feed solids percent recovered in the 

overflow product given by equation (1) should be minimized.  For minimization 

So, equation 1 is then partially differentiated with respect to the different 

variables, i.e. overflow diameter, middling flow diameter, and underflow 

diameter.  The following equations were obtained: 

2

35.72
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         ………. (6) 

The above equations 4 through 6 are now being equated to zero and solved 

together to obtain the optimum values of operating variables.  The optimum 

values of these variables are listed in Table (6). 
 

Table 6: The optimum values of do, dm, and du obtained in the case of 

thickening process in the three-product hydrocyclone 

 
Parameter Value, mm 

Overflow diameter (do) 24 

Middling flow diameter (dm) 6 

Underflow diameter (du) 10 

 

By inserting the optimum values of do, dm, and du into equations 1 through 

3, the predicted values of So, Sm, and Su can be obtained.  The final results can 

be summarized as follows: 

1. The value of the solid percent separated in the overflow is low,(So = 8.35 %).  

2. The value of the solid percent separated in the middling flow product is about  
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 28.27%, (Sm = 28.27%).  

3. The value of the solid percent separated in the underflow product is about 

68.58%, (Su = 68.58%). 

From these results, it can be seen that, the sum of the solids percent 

predicted in the three products are about 105.2% instead of 100%.  So, the 

difference was (5.2%) which may be attributed to the different degrees of 

accuracy of the regression models. 

To check the results of the solids recovered in the three products obtained 

from the predicted models at the optimum values of do, dm, and du, a new 

experiment was carried out at these optimum values.  The following results 

(experimental values of the solid percent separated in the three products) were 

obtained: 

1. So(exp.) = 8.28% 

2. Sm(exp.) = 21.14% 

3. Su(exp.) = 70.58% 

From the above results it can be shown that the experimental values of So, 

Sm, and Su are in a good agreement with the predicted ones.  The difference 

between the predicted and experimental values in Sm and Su may be due to 

disturbance in the bottom of the cyclone because the two openings are very 

close to each other. 
 

Characteristics of the Products Obtained from the Three-Product 

Hydrocyclone 

Particle size distributions in the three products 

Particle size analysis of the produced three products (overflow, middling flow, 

and underflow) for different experiments was done to determine x25, x50, x75, 

and xmean for each product.   The obtained results are shown in Table (7). 

From these results, it can be seen that, the three-product hydrocyclone 

produces three different products according to their particle size distributions.  

The characteristics of these three products can be summarized as follows: 

1. The overflow product has a fine particle size (xmean ranges from 21 to 31 um), 

2. The middling flow product has a moderate particle size (xmean ranges from 

139 to 181 mm), and 

3. The underflow product has a coarse particle size (xmean ranges from 182 to 

226 mm).  

 

Solids distributions in the three products 

The solids percent of the produced three products (overflow, middling flow, 

and underflow) for different experiments were calculated for each product from 

the mass balance of the feed and products pulp.  The obtained results showed 

that, the three-product hydrocyclone can be used to produce three products 
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different in their solids distributions.  The characteristics of these three products 

can be summarized as follows: 

1. The overflow has low solids percent ranging from 2% to 10%. 

2. The middling flow has a moderate solids percent ranging from 9% up to 40%  

3. The underflow product has high solids percent ranging from 50% up to 89%. 

 

Table 7: Values of X25, X50, X75 and Xmean of the three products obtained 

for different experiments 

 

Exp. 
No. 

Product 
X25, 
mm 

X50, 
mm 

X75, 
mm 

Xmean, 
mm 

1 

OF. 10 25 40 29,38 

MF. 47 165 260 160,54 

UF. 115 215 280 201,00 

2 

OF. 12 28 45 30,54 

MF. 50 165 260 159,50 

UF. 82 210 290 191,16 

3 

OF. 15 25 42 30,55 

MF. 70 200 270 180,58 

UF. 175 250 290 226,00 

4 

OF. 10 20 35 26,06 

MF. 70 180 270 175,43 

UF. 150 230 290 214,09 

5 

OF. 12 22 45 29,70 

MF. 45 150 260 155,07 

UF. 115 230 269 204,00 

6 

OF. 10 20 40 25,88 

MF. 40 130 250 146,21 

UF. 140 240 290 210,00 

7 

OF. 10 15 40 24,55 

MF. 50 170 265 163,48 

UF. 85 210 285 191,02 

8 

OF. 8 18 35 23,23 

MF. 35 105 240 139,25 

UF. 90 220 285 192,62 

9 

OF. 8 18 35 24,09 

MF. 42 135 250 148,51 

UF. 70 205 280 183,39 

10 

OF. 5 15 30 21,34 

MF. 35 120 250 143,83 

UF. 75 200 275 182,15 
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CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 

1. Regression models expressing the solid percentage separated in each product 

as a function of the overflow diameter (do), the middling flow diameter (dm), 

and the underflow diameter (du) were obtained. 

2. Comparison of the experimental values of solids percent recovered in the 

three products and the predicted ones using regression analysis assures that 

the multi-variable models fits well the experimental values of solids percent 

with the operating variables where the obtained correlation coefficients 

were higher than 0.95. 

3. The thickening process can be achieved through three-product hydrocyclone.   

This occurred at the optimum values of opening diameters (do = 24 mm, dm 

= 6 mm, and du = 10 mm) obtained from the minimization of solids percent 

recovered in the overflow product. 

4. The three-product hydrocyclone has the ability to produce three different 

products according to their solids percent and particle size distributions. 

5. Further tests are being conducted to investigate a range of design and 

operating parameters on the performance of the new cyclone. 
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نواتج لون ثاثي ا هيدروسي صلبة :أداء ا مواد ا داخلة في تغذية  توزيع ا ا

لون هيدروسي ثاثةفي  ا نواتج ا  ا
جهرررالهيدهيس كلرررين كهه رررهه ارررله جهرررلمهيدي ررردهيد لرررتطس قهترررصهيدعسيرررسه رررههيدت بي رررا هيد ررر ا يقه يعتبررر 

كذدر ه رر يهد  يليترلهيدعسيرسمهيدترصهيت ترحهبهراه يرلهي رلهلرهدهيدت ر يلهكه رالهه011يد طت يقه  ذه نثر ه رهه
)ث رايصههيدت  يرس ه  سهيلتطسيلهجهالهيدهيس كلين كههاهي تاجهإدصه يا قه ع سم.،هلهدهيدتشغيده،يدت نيب
ع  يرررا هنه ثررردهت ررردهيد ررركيسهيد ررر بقه رررههيد ررركيسهيدلررراي قهيد نك رررا هيد طت يرررقهترررصه   يرررا هت ررردهيد ررركيت  

 ررههاررذيهيد    رر هرهرر  هتنرر مهت رر يلههه اديررق.هت رردهس جررقهلهاهيع ررصتا رره كه   يررا هيدتغ رريرهيدت كيرر ه
تررصه   يررا هت رردهيد رركيسهيد رر بقه ررههيد رركيسهيلررتطسي لههجهررالهايس كلررين كههجسيررسه)ثنثررصهيد رركيت  هي نرره

   ركدهيد ركيت هدهتلهت ر يلهكت ر يحهجهرالهايس كلرين كههثنثرصهتصه  اكدقهدت ييذهاذيهيدت ك ههيدلاي ق.
ترصههه.بعرستي راه  صه  ت هثادلهتتج حهتيلهيد بيبرا هيد تكلر قهيد جرلهكيدترصهي نرههيلرتطسي هاهك عادجتهراه

ترريثي ه ا ررا هيديت ررا هيد طت يررقههن رراهتررلهس يلررقه،ت رر يلهيدجهررالهيدجسيررسهكتشررغي لهيلررتع ي هاررذيهيدب ررلهتررل
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دطرر كجهيد تكلرر ق ه  ررصه لرربقها رر هتت ررقهيدطرر كجهيدلرري يقهكها رر هتت ررقهيها رر هتت ررقهيدطرر كجهيدع كيررقهك)
هيدجهرالهيدجسيرسه رهر  هيد تراي ه  رلهي نرههبالرتطسيلكهها هيدرثنليد اسمهيد  بقهيدترصهيرتلهت ر هاهترصهيد  تجر

يدرربع ه ررهه يرله لرربقهيد رراسمهيد ر بقهكهتكليررحه جررلههيد  ركده  ررصهثررنله  تجرا ه طت يررله ررههبع رها
هيسم.ءمهجيد بيبا هتصهنده  ت ه ههيد  تجا هيدثنثقهكذد هبنيا
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